The beauty we see adventurous quest
the darkest void
avoid the rest
 numb my bones
 see no sea
 illusionist swing under all trace
 little unicorn
Make a wish
a trillion years

A small lie break

To vanish in the air and trace out the room
Be saved to love
Is there who knew?
Holding the thread close to a dream
while intelligence becomes the steal
while manners alright & right fully braid
fold the map a small kid dean
so scared to loose so soon who knew
beautiful woe's creep in my head
only one person can wear this red
I see land & must fall
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Alien

Think, Bitch

Performance, I should be easy

Fate will I am

Body ache till it's gone

Tik Tik Boom, shoo that

Held on tight I found you

Children with you, passenger

1st Night 2nd Morning Star

Dont Cry
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9. Chillin’ With You feat. Jamie Lynn
10. Don’t Cry
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